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Do The Math

Mu Sigma Thursday Learning Hour 

Table Topics Marathon
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What is a Table Topics Session?

The word Table Topics came into being referring to the topics that are discussed over 

the table.

Table topics session is a segment of a toastmasters meeting where in the speakers are 

required to speak on a topic impromptu/ on the spot

The time duration would be given for 1-2 minutes
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Prepare you for the unprepared conversations

Make you client ready

Make you a better team player

Why is this session important to you?
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Demo
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Table Topics
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Best mass bunk moment in your college life
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College trip experience
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College fest you have conducted / participated
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What’s the best classroom experience you had?
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When was the last time you decided to start 
dieting/gymming and how long did you continue 
doing it?
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One subject you hated a lot and why?
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A hobby that you have started pursuing during your college 
days
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Talk about Your favourite Hangout spot in your college
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What would be your alternate career option?
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If you were the Principal/Dean of your college what changes 
would you bring ?
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Thank You
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Questions
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Appendix
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Best Table Topic Speaker 

Purushottam Potnuru


